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ON RETURNING,

P  I  A  O gain the sense of the huge energy of Nature, J 
■  of man's pigmy effort to control and direct that 
I  energy to the end that he may be clothed and 
JL fed, is to become sobered.

W e drop from the town life into the quiet of 
out-of-doors— heated, inebriated, with the prolixity of what 
we call our ‘ finterests"; and we face again the solemn 
panorama of hills and fields, and the cool, far sky of 
January. W e stand at gaze, like children in the 
dawn. Here lies the earth in giant repose, the year’s work 
done with, and— serene, unconcerned— waiting again 
the adventure of the storms —  the run of the torrent and 
the buffet of the wind.5jC * * * *

What have we set our wits to, that we have forgotten? 
and the heart within us— has it lost its power to cry out its 
desire? For here is the Earth, our Mother,— here are our 
brothers, at work in her fields,— and we have set ourselves 
the smaller tasks of art, willfully denying ourselves the 
larger sympathies of life and all that we may lack- 
heartedly entertain the world with our marionette repro
ductions of its manners! W e walk the narrow alleys of art; 
we keep within the trimmed borders; we hold fearfully, 
to the flats of mediocrity, and the open grows to be filled 
with naked terrors for us —  the naked terrors of truth!
And at what sickness of mind (coming in spasms of 
intellectual nausea), at what cost of heart (so soon wasted 
by disuse), do we play our parts in this comedietta! How 
willfully do we concern ourselves with the momentary 
impression; how laboriously render the small hot episode—  
while out there is the great mystery, the nobler inspiration —  
the heights, to which our wits alone cannot carry us,— our 
hearts must sound the trumpet call!

What is vital for us in the art of the past touches the 
great elements, and in these forever is to be found the 
chord to which the heart of man shall respond. The



I  D E D I C A T E  THIS TO Y O U , A. A.

primitive largeness of life remains, and the serious end of 
art is to render this through the drama of the universal 
passions and desires— the pain and mystery of Birth —  
the sorrow and mystery of Death; and that space of Life 
between — so crowded with color and interests —  the joy 
of Love; the delight of labor in the sun; the despair in 
the failure of the seasons, and the comfort of the song from 
the full heart; the small sweetnesses in the round of work— 
the rest at noon-time —  the new apple between the teeth, 
the scent of the willows in the dusk, and the touch of the 
shoulder to the shoulder of friends. These are the 
elemental sensations and pleasures, and, keeping ourselves 
fresh for these, as men, we shall know the wonder and 
the glory of the earth, and with humble hands shall 
render something of it in our art.

jfC •!' 'K 'K

And forever, under the light of sun and stars, the rains 
fall, the winds blow, and “  the Earth makes all sweet”



A  SONG FOR THE NEW TEAR:

H
E R E 'S  to the Cause, and the blood that feeds it!
H ere' s to the Cause, and the soul that speeds i t !  

Coivard or Hero, or Bigot or Sage,

A ll shall take part i7i ihe war that we zvage; 
And though 'neath our banners range contrary 

manners, shall we pick, shall we choose, ’ twixt the false 
and ihe irtie f

Not for us to deny them, let ihe Cause take and try them—  
the one man for us is the ma?i that shall do!

Here ' s to the Cause, lei who will get the Glo?y !
Here ' s to the Cause, azid a f ig  fo r  the story !

The braggarts may tell it who serve but fo r  Fame;
There 'l l  be more than enough that will die fo r  the Name! 

And though in some eddy our vessels unsteady be stranded 
and wrecked ere the victory ' s won,

Let the ctirrent sweep by us. O Death, come a?id try us ! 
What i f  laggards win praise, i f  ihe Cause shall go on ?

Here 's to the Cause, a?id the years that have passed!
Here 's to the Cause— it will triumph at last!

The End shall illumine the hearts that have braved 
A ll the years and the fears, that the Cause might be saved\ 

And though what we hoped fo r , and darkly have groped for, 
come 7iot in the mayiner we prayed that it should,

We shall gladly confess it, and ihe Cause, may God bless it! 
shall f i 7id us all worthy who did what we could!



THE NIGHTINGALES’ NINTH DINNER:

T
HE ninth monthly dinner of the Nightingales

was well under way. The Editor had welcomed 
his staff, and in a few dry phrases (likening the 
Nightingale to a flashing, but short-lived 
meteorite amid the ephemeroids, whose orbit 

had approached dangerously near the planets of the literary 
system), opened the discussion on the program for Number 
Nine.

“  I am out of this, if they persist ifl taking the Night
ingale seriously,” began the romantic Blackworth,
“ And I, if they don’ t,”  replied Charley King, the 
moralist, ‘ { W hy pour out all your noblest sentiments 
when people only insist on discovering jokes in them? ”
“ But no one that I have heard of ever caught that 
delicious double entendre in my last article,”  said James 
Marion, Jr., sadly. He had just been elected editor of the 
Petit Journal des Refusbes, and was quite morose.
“  Yet I have seen our readers turning my best drawings 
upside down tc see if there wasn’t some concealed subtlety 
in them,” the Art Manager said, pathetically.

“ W e should be satisfied if one person in ten understands 
us,”  interrupted the officious Editor; “  it is a settled 
policy, and you have all agreed.”  “ Yes,”  remarked 
Tinkling, the Rhymester; “  but the question is, which 
tenth is it that appreciates ? ”  “  That should be evident
from the manuscript-writers, ”  replied Pullman, whose 
outrageous fantasy had been the feature of the last 
Nightingale. “  They have all been rejected,”  said the 
Editor, gloomily; “  none but women have as yet favored 
us. “ T h at’s just i t ! You can’ t go to clever people and 
ask them to contribute for mere glory,”  asserted the Art 
Manager. “ And if they did, you would be disappointed;—  
how could a professional write anything for the 
Nightingale f s a i d  Colt,a one-page writer.

And the Nightingales departed with a trace of 
melancholy. But it didn’t much matter, —  it had happened 
before; an d e fte r  all, there had been only two men present



TH E  R E G U L A T I O N  OF D E P O R T M E N T :

W
H A T poet would not know tlie truthful 

tenor of the public mind— the free 
untrammeled judgment of the ones who 
read, not those who write? What 
artist would not care for frank and 

honest criticism of his brother men, instead^of prying in the 
cynic pages of the paid-for press? What simple, plain 
and modest citizen but longs to know what voices speak 
behind him as he passes on the street, wdiat figure in 
the public eye he cuts; and what ambitious youth but 
wonders to himself the color of his praise and blame, the 
true effect of words and dress? What debutante in launching 
forth her lovely craft on social seas but feels the looks she 
cannot read, and in the buzz of whispers hears her name, 
all ignorant of the adjectives applied? What new-betrothed 
that introduces to his smiling friends the maiden of his 
choice but fears to guess what lies beneath the gilded 
words; her social standing set, her face and talents nicely 
gauged, and he of all deceived and ignorant?
Subscribe to the Lark’s

& Mutual Advice Association. & &
Confidential agents in every large city will investigate 

■ any desired phase of your life, converse frankly and fully 
with your friends, and report at length with anonymous 
quotations. Voluntary opinions carefully collected and 
classified. Favorable comments reported to those desiring 
encouragement, and harsher criticisms to those of morbid 
conscience. Both kinds forwarded if desired. Clipping 
Bureaus and Commercial Agencies are but partially 
discriminating evidences.* Get the whole truth. All 
communications mailed in plain sealed envelope.

Terms, $5.00 for 100 quotations, payable in advance. 
Address, stating character of investigation desired, to 
The Lark’s Mutual Advice Association, San Francisco.
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I  love to go to
A n d  make the Audience ,

By walking 9 round upon their heads, 
A n d  spoiling P hair!



" I T  IS THE L U X U R IE S  T H A T  A R E
NEC ESS A R T ; ’ S A ID

1W A S once rich, and was bred to a taste few acquire 
in after life, having that perfect sense of the relative 
importance of trifles that birthmarks the lady. But 
my father’s fortune was ambuscaded on the Exchange, 
and before he could reinforce, we were cut off without 

quarter. There was nothing for it but to earn my own 
living; and at an art store, where I had spent appalling 
sums, I drew a slight interest on my past generosity in the 
degrading position of bookkeeper.

It is a harsh fall from possession to poverty, and I, who 
had been keenly swayed by the tension of things that were 
my own, felt a- continuous tide of envy scour my veins in 
sight and touch of the treasures at my hand. There was 
little enjoyment for me in their presence. I regarded them 
as a Kimberley slave might a new-found diamond, —  
they were not mine, —  and their beauties but vexed my 
spirit. The pictures were for the greater part bought by 
the newly rich, and as I charged them up, I could imagine 
the environment to which they were doomed. Those 
which I approved I relinquished with a cynical farewell, 
and the others (and there were many, for we catered to all 
castes) I slapped unconscionably upon their faces, and bade 
them good riddance. My employer stood in some fear of 
my discrimination, and I was at times unwillingly forced 
into the shop to advise some favored customer; and 
occasionally I made dignified visits to their homes, and 
assisted at the hanging.

Such delicate nerves as mine could not long endure 
such a life; the situation chafed me, and I determined to 
free myself at any cost. I had at first some obscure thought 
of forging signatures to etchings, and by buying them 
naked, and selling so adorned, to eke my wages; but I 
was unsatisfied with the temporary respites such hazards 
would afford, and I set my mind to work. At about this 
time I happened upon an invitation to the Burglars’ Ball,



ECESSITT KNOWS NO LAW " S A ID  I:

and in a wink, I caught sight of the avenue of escape, 
so casting aside my pride, I resolved to attend the 
function, and prepared myself to appear as charming as I 
might.

It was a fortunate enterprise, and I have never regretted 
my part in it; yet the story of my wooing must go without 
the telling, since my heart followed my wits, for I am too 
much the gentlewoman to discuss my own love affairs with 
the shameless verisimilitude shown by some of my sex.
My lover was bold and accomplished, the soul of honor 
among his profession, and handsome as the Man with the 
Glove. He had the feeling of the artist, with the skill of 
the craftsman, and took a degree of pride in his calling 
that made him exceedingly popular among his patients.

In bearing and conversation Leopold was nicely fitted 
to deserve my favors. He was strict in regard to dress for 
evening visits on his clients, and always left his card in the 
hall on departing, no matter what pressing urgency might 
excuse a neglect of the formality. In all respects, he 
seemed au fait; yet I must confess upon the first night of 
his operations after our honeymoon, I wa* somewhat 
nervous. I sat in bed, pretending to read, but anxiously 
eyeing the clock, and wondering what he would bring as 
the first offering to his little wife. I tried to imagine him 
pausing to decide, selecting at last some elegant bijou, and 
hastening back to gayly present the token, with some 
audacious compliment studied beneath the stars.

But alas, though I was not deceived in his kind heart, his 
taste was of a meaner sort, and as I kissed him affectionately 
qn his return, I saw that I must begin at the beginning 
with him and teach him all. They were Lakeside spoons, 
of the crane-and-pagoda pattern, and I silently brought out 
the melting-pot and set it on the fire. He was brave, he 
took it beautifully; and we had a little quiet talk, in which 
I laid the foundations of his education.

Queerly enough I had that day overheard a very



“ THE GODS GIVE NUTS TO THOSE THAT  
H A V E  NO TE E T H ,” S A ID

amusing conversation at a jewelers that Leopold’s unfor
tunate selection brought humorously to my mind. It was 
between a violent old lady with a purple veil, who wished 
to return some lovely old Queen Anne spoons, because they 
were not marked sterling, and a salesman, who finally 
induced her to keep them. Now I had known her of old, 
in my picture hanging days, and I drew a little plan of her 
house on the back of an envelope for Leopold. “  Why, 
if you care for such things, you shall have them, my dear,”  
he replied gallantly; and he kept his word before sunrise.

Well, time passed, and under such tutelage my hus
band became a co?inoisseur. One of my hobbies was old 
china; and knowing pretty well what families would be likely 
to possess the desired specimens, I would drive around 
their way of a Sunday afternoon with Leopold, and point 
out the houses, whose gems he would next day bring back in 
a little padded portmanteau of my own manufacture. Our 
rooms became gradually furnished in the most perfect 
taste, with rare old pieces of antique furniture, exquisite 
laces, bibelots, and paintings of every description.

Having so much, I must needs long for the moon at 
last and having heard of a Corot that had been purchased 
abroad by one of my whilom patrons, I was out of my head 
to get it for my collection. For the first time, however, my 
husband refused my wish. The undertaking, he said, was 
too hazardous for the whim; the picture was well known 
and heavily insured, and, at news of its loss, the town 
would get too hot for us. I cajoled him with every wile I 
could bring to bear, but he was firm.

I burst into tears at this brutality, at .which he softened, 
and after a bit, agreed to compromise the matter by 
permitting me to visit the house, and, at least, see the 
masterpiece. With what trepidation I set out, I leave you 
to imagine. I became conscious of an alarm for my own 
safety that it had never crossed my mind to feel for



then thet should get false
ONES” SATI ;

Leopold. My husband smiled at my fears, and, with a 
little more braggadocio than I thought necessary, opened 
the house for my inspection. W e made our way to the 
library (so-called), and Leopold turned the rays of his 
lantern (a gift of mine, made from a Louis XIV. chiseled 
silver sword-hilt) upon the Corot. I gave a little gasp of 
contentment, and sat down to enjoy its beauties, while my 
husband proceeded with his work. The room was filled 
with a marvelous selection of ornaments; there was scarce 
space to turn about in, and, surrounding the Corot in its 
preposterous frame, were Cupids and Psyches, Springtimes 
of Love, Grandfather’s Darlings, painted photographs 
and the full regalia of the Artistic Home. The Shearaton 
chair in which I sat was richly upholstered in little 
triangular wads, and ornamented with a heavy woolen 
fringe; there were wonderful Cloisonn6 mustache cups in 
glass cases, and the apartment, in the fantastic light, was an 
equine dream.

With a languid delight I watched my husband as he 
flitted to and fro among the shadows. How beautifully he 
burgled! How subtle the play of his slim fingers, and the 
absolute precision of his movement! I saw that I had 
never before seen him at his best, and all the resentment I 
had felt at our difference fled from me, and love resumed 
full sway again.

That night was the beginning of a series of nocturnal 
excursions that filled my life with new interests. My hus
band’s genius, coupled with my tact and adaptability, 
carried us through the most remarkable adventures. I 
chaperoned his visits to ladies’ apartments, and calmed the 
fears of those who awakened by polite compliments. We 
were received everywhere, but in our own especial set were 
acknowledged leaders. W e entertained gay, though silent, 
companies, at select lunches in the most aristocratic homes, 
and our fame bulged in the quarter.



THE CONFESSIONS OF A  BURGLAR’S
WIFE.

There were in town few residences, however, of which 1 
could approve, and the knowledge that priceless works of art 
should be cast into such jungles of poor taste, was a con
tinual reproach to my susceptibilities. I began again to 
think meanly of Leopold’s originality at hesitating to 
attempt the conquest of the gems I valued, and began, littk 
by little, to supplement his work by careful study.

The first fruit of my endeavors was the acquisition of a 
copy of Roster’s Speculum,, one of the ten, as I thought, 
in existence. I removed it from its binding, and 
substituted a block of wood between the covers, where it 
remained dusty and undisturbed in its glass case, until I 
discovered my find was but an imitation, after all, when I 
conscientiously returned it to its ignorant owner.

This experience indicated a wider field of operation, and 
my thoughts dwelt continurJly on the Corot, and at last, I 
broached my scheme to Leopold. Together we revisited 
the house, and, as good fortune would have it, found the 
place deserted, and the furniture and picture covered with 
overalls of blue denim. The painting was removed, and we 
made off in haste, stopping in ecstasy under alternate 
lamp-posts, to gloat over the chef cT ceuv?'e. The family, 
we found, were away for a month, and, in that time, I set 
myself to copy the picture. My husband suggested 
photography, but I scorned such methods, and traced as 
well as I could the outlines, and had it drawn in, in a single 
evening. The coloring was more difficult; but I was bold 
and energetic; and though we were much amused at the 
result, I could not help feeling there was a certain 
spirit in the thing that would be much more satisfactory to 
its owner than the original. W e were both a little nervous, 
until the people had returned; but as the days passed, and 
nothing appeared in the papers, our confidence increased.

So the town lay before us, ripe for the harvest, and wc 
went through it with the confidence of children picking



CONCLUDED.

berries. My facility increased with practice, and I found 
a welcome remedy for the tedium of my idle days. With 
my poorer efforts I made bold to call upon their rich pos
sessors in the guise of a rejuvenator of pictures, and by 
lime juice, varnish, and a hint that genuine Millets were 
always signed in the left-hand corner, I laid a confusion 
that would balk any future investigations.

Yet the burglar’s life is not a happy one, after all; and 
one evening we returned hilariously, hand in hand, Leo
pold with a new Mura and I with a wonderful Moffatt- 
Lindner, to find our rooms gutted to the last frame. To 
the infamy of a handsome young second-story man, of 
whom Leopold asserts I have been over fond, I lay the 
wreck of my lovely home, and whether I shall murder or 
marry him I must decide before the next chapter of this 
autobiography is written.
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